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Join Merrill DataSite's Webinar: Avoiding the common pitfalls in M&A
transactions

http://www.datasite.com --Successfully completing a large-scale M&A transaction is a complex
process. Unforeseen and unexpected mistakes during the deal can be made on the buyers’ or
sellers’ side; both posing an equal risk of capsizing even the best potential deal.

London,UK (PRWEB UK) 16 January 2013 -- From due diligence through to integration – Arm yourself with
the knowledge to succeed in the M&A deal making process

Join the webinar here: http://bit.ly/Uz4p9K

Complimentary Webinar
Thursday, 14 February
10:00am GMT or 6:00pm HKT

Successfully completing a large-scale M&A transaction is a complex process. Unforeseen and unexpected
mistakes during the deal can be made on the buyers’ or sellers’ side; both posing an equal risk of capsizing even
the best potential deal.

While executing deals remains a challenge for all parties involved due to ongoing market volatility, there are
also impediments inherent in the deal making process that can be detrimental to the successful closure of a
transaction, or even after the deal is done.

Understanding the mistakes that can derail M&A transactions is essential to ensuring a successful outcome and
lasting value. The purpose of this webinar is to educate prospective buyers and sellers on the potential pitfalls in
deal making that can result in failed transactions. With the knowledge gathered from the seasoned dealmakers
hosting this webinar, both buyers and sellers can learn how to prepare, execute and ensure lasting value for their
employees, shareholders and business partners.

Topics for discussion:
Merrill DataSite is bringing together a panel of experts in the field of M&A to share valuable insight on how to
orchestrate successful M&A transactions and discuss how the following factors can negatively impact deal
making if not managed correctly:
• Improper planning
• Unrealistic project assessments
• Improper allocation of time
• Poor resource utilisation
• Miscommunication
• Lack of secure business tools
• Limited access to quality business information
• How to uncover “Synergy Savings” to prevent “Deal Fatigue” and Post-Merger business problems

DON’T MISS OUT. Register Now:
http://view6.workcast.net/register?pak=5434230086956555&referrer=SOCIALMEDIAMERRILL
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We look forward to your participation in this event.

Note: If you can’t attend the webinar at this time, you will receive a recorded playback after the webinar is held,
but you still need to register.

About Merrill DataSite
Merrill DataSite is a secure virtual data room (VDR) solution that optimises the due diligence process by
providing a highly efficient and secure method for sharing key business information between multiple parties.
Merrill DataSite provides unlimited access for users worldwide, as well as real-time activity reports, site-wide
search at the document level, enhanced communications through the Q&A feature and superior project
management service - all of which help reduce transaction time and expense. Merrill DataSite’s multilingual
support staff is available from anywhere in the world, 24/7, and can have your VDR up and running with
thousands of pages loaded within 24 hours or less.

With its deep roots in transaction and compliance services, Merrill Corporation has a cultural, organisation-
wide discipline in the management and processing of confidential content. Merrill DataSite is the first VDR
provider to understand customer and industry needs by earning an ISO/IEC 27001:2005 certificate of
registration – the highest standard for information security – and is currently the world’s only VDR certified for
operations in the Europe, United States and Asia.

As the leading provider of VDR solutions, Merrill DataSite has empowered more than two million unique
visitors to perform electronic due diligence on thousands of transaction totalling trillions of dollars in asset
value. Merrill DataSite VDR solution has become an essential tool in an efficient and legally defensible process
for completing multiple types of financial transactions.

For more information, please contact Merrill DataSite: Tel: +44 (0)845 602 6916;
Email: info@datasite.com; Follow us on Twitter: @merrilldatasite
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Contact Information
Alexis Fox-Mills
Merrill DataSite
http://www.datasite.com
+44 (0)207 422 6274

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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